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STUCO raises $4,700 for 2010-11
Haitian earthquake victims school year
to start earlier
than this year
I
Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
n response to the earthquakes that devastated Haiti last week, the St. Louis
U. High community, led by its Student
Council (STUCO), has raised $4,700 this
week as of Thursday afternoon and held
a prayer service Wednesday. The money
will go to Haiti through Jesuit Refugee
Services (JRS).
	STUCO publicized the effort through
Zimbra and phone blasts as early as last
Friday so that all students and any parents

who wished to contribute would know in
advance.
	STUCO members collected donations
during homeroom and lunch periods. Due to
the sudden, urgent need, they had not organized any kind of incentive for donations.
“This has been an effort that’s been pretty
straightforward,” said STUCO co-moderator
Brock Kesterson. “We haven’t thrown any
gimmicks in.”
	The drive was scheduled to end today,
but Kesterson said that STUCO will decide

Eric Mueth
Staff
he Jazz Diversity Series, presented by
the Diversity Council of St. Louis U.
High, continued yesterday in the theater
during second period for the freshman
class. English teacher and member of the
Diversity Council Barbara Osburg spoke
to the freshmen on the topic, “Where in
the World is Jazz?”
	Osburg volunteered to make the presentation because she had just completed
the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) seminar on jazz run by professor Gerald Early at Washington University. Osburg
teaches freshmen and felt that she would be
able to relate to them in the presentation.
“I’m not an expert in jazz, so this seemed
the presentation that I could do,” Osburg
said.
	Assistant Principal for Diversity Robert Evans said, “I think (Osburg) felt most
comfortable leading a presentation of this

magnitude.”
	The intercom
announcement of
the assembly surprised many students, as they had
not been previously
notified.
Freshman Sean
Hannon said, “I
was surprised and
excited to get out
of class.”
	Other freshmen had learned
of the assembly
only shortly be- Osburg delivering her talk,
fore the intercom entitled “Where in the World
is Jazz?“
announcement.
Freshmen Charlie Moody and Joe Moran
heard about it in the morning and were not
sure what to expect. Moody thought people

see HAITI, 11

Jazz Diversity Series continues for freshman class
T
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see JAZZUIT, 11

Conor Gearin
Core Staff
n line with other St. Louis area Catholic
high schools, St. Louis U. High will begin the 2010-11 school year on Thursday,
Aug. 19, pushed forward from Aug. 27,
according to Principal John Moran.
	The primary reason for this earlier
start date is that instead of having one long
Easter break, SLUH will have a week-long
Spring Break in addition to days off around
Easter.
“We started very late this year in part
because we had that overlap of Easter and
spring break, which gave us more school
days in the school year,” Moran said.
	Moran said that the process of deciding
on a date to begin school does not involve
as much decision-making as students might
think—the process is more governed by the
need for a set amount of days of school. He
begins by laying the previous school year’s
schedule on next year’s calendar. Graduation is always the Sunday of Memorial Day
weekend. Other dates fall into place in relation to this constant date.
	To get the desired number of days of
school, Moran starts from graduation and
counts backward. The start date is set to get
as close to 170 days of school as possible.
Next year’s schedule includes 169 school
days, up from this year’s scheduled 167
days. Instead of pushing the start date back
a day to get the 170th day, Moran said he
chose this particular start date to continue last

I

see CALENDAR, 4
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Patrick O’Leary
Core Staff
t. Louis U. High is offering Introduction to iPhone Applications as the
newest addition to the computer science
electives. Computer science teacher Dan
See will be instructing the class.
	See is currently developing the class,
but has a general outline of how the class
will work. The class does not require the
student to own an iPhone and is no additional
cost to the student or the school (except for
instruction costs). As a prerequisite, students
must know Java and C++.
In the class, students will learn parts of a

S

new programming language called Objective
C, a combination of the two aforementioned
languages.
“They will learn a Mac specific interface
layer called Cocoa Touch,” said See. “They
are going to have to use some development
software, a development environment called
Xcode.”
	According to See, Xcode contains an
iPhone simulator so one can immediately
test the code he has just written. The class
will gradually build upon itself by adding
layers of complexity. Students will start with
text, move to buttons, and finally progress
to displaying pictures, for example.

“There are a lot of possibilities with
apps. The handheld technology is becoming commonplace and that accessibility is
so important,” said See.
	See said that originally he did not see any
way a class like this could fit into the SLUH
curriculum, but realized it was worthwhile
for two reasons.
“First, the usefulness of developing
applications for handheld devices and the
possibilities there are amazing,” said See.
“Second, the fact that the kids seemed extremely interested, showed a high level of
motivation.”

see APP STORE, 9

Chess wins three
Basketball plays at
more, still unbeaten Chaifetz Arena for
cancer research
Photo by Ted Wight

Ralph Scozzafava contemplates his next move
in Wednesday’s match
against Belleville West.
Though Scozzafava lost,
SLUH won overall 20-10.

John Webb
Reporter
he ChessBills are currently rolling in an undefeated season
in the Gateway Chess League (4-0), having recently defeated
Belleville West, Crossroads School, and St. Louis Metro High
School.
The Jr. Bills faced off against Belleville West for their fourth
match in the Gateway Chess League yesterday in the Ignatian Conference room. The chess team won the match comfortably, 22-8.
According to chess moderator Frank Kovarik, this match broke
away from the norm for the team as senior captain Harris lost his
first league match, against West senior Mike Hensley, while the rest
of SLUH’s team secured their points.
According to Kovarik, Harris was in control of the match and
“(doesn’t) know what happened, but he lost it.”
“Normally at board one, he carries the team, but this time the
team carried him for a change,” said Kovarik.
In an earlier match against Crossroads School on Jan. 13, SLUH
maintained its strong season performance, winning 25-5.
In this match, Harris fought a long battle with Crossroads freshman Harry Shockley, according to Kovarik. Harris slowly gained
control of the board but eventually won because Shockley ran out

T

see KASPAROV, 9

Photo by Ted Wight

SLUH students
celebrate Jay
DiMaggio’s
three-pointer
during the fourth
quarter versus
Glenbrook North
(IL).

Tim Leible
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High basketball team took part in two events
over this weekend to benefit Coaches vs. Cancer, a foundation that donates money to research for families affected by cancer. The Basketbills squared off against Lafayette in last Friday’s
Paint it Pink game in the Danis Field House, then visited Saint
Louis University’s Chaifetz Arena on Saturday to play Glenbrook
North in the second annual Coaches vs. Cancer Shootout.
	The basketball team launched a heavy advertising campaign
for both events, selling both pink T-shirts and tickets. The tickets
for the Shootout were originally priced at $15, but head coach John
Ross lowered the price to $7 to try to boost attendance.
	The goal for the weekend was to raise awareness, though no
tangible goal was set for money except to get people into seats in
order to spread awareness.
	Ross liked this event because “it shows a different type of

T
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SLUH publications: left, right, and center
Conor Gearin
Core Staff
hat a school year it has been for St. Louis U. High’s publications! Gadfly expanded into television, and two new
political/intellectual journals were born. The new journals, the
SLUH Review and The SLUH Progressive, show great promise,
filling a previously empty niche for intelligent opinions about
current events unrelated to SLUH. Though their readership is
hard to gauge since both publish exclusively through students’
Zimbra email accounts, they appear to be here to stay.
However, one thing I question is how quickly SLUH’s forum for
political/intellectual debate split into separate camps. It’s certainly
not surprising, as it follows a current cultural trend of media partisanship. However, it is disappointing.
The Review, the first to be founded,
encouraged students from both sides
of the political spectrum to send in
pieces for publication—an ambitious
counter-cultural goal. The failure of
the Review to accomplish this goal
was due to the editors not seeking out
liberal voices energetically enough,
the conservative clique that developed
around the writers of the Review, and
liberal students’ unwillingness to associate with the Review.
	The consequence of the failure was the founding of the Progressive, which declared itself the “Voice of the Student Left.” A sound
platform, but the reasons for the Progressive’s founding are much
less meritable. The primary cause of the Progressive’s birth is that
the liberal clique wanted to distance themselves from the conservative clique, and not just from the Review’s content or mission.
If it matters, I find myself more in the center in regards to politics, and I view both political journals with detached interest, fairly
free of bias. Perhaps because of this, I cannot accept this situation,
in which each political journal pretends the other does not exist.
While partisan political journals allow their editors to speak
without any barriers to their opinions, they also lack the response
to their opinions that a bipartisan journal stimulates. A bipartisan
publication would encourage ongoing debates, while the current
journals foster a soap-box style of writing in which the writers are
uninterested in what the other side has to say.
Intelligent, public debate is invaluable; it leads to students
developing their own opinions and learning about more than one
way of thinking about a current issue. When the political media are
separated as they are at SLUH, public debate is impossible, and
students are likely to read one journal and not the other, or worse,
glance at one appreciatively and laugh in scorn at the other. The
separation of political ideas makes it possible for students to inform
themselves with only one side of the story.
	Or, uninterested in what either journal has to say, students could
just delete both Zimbra emails. Inevitably, the majority of students
at SLUH will not be inclined to read or write about politics, even in

W

times of great political importance like the present. We are teenagers,
after all. Knowingly or unknowingly, the Review and the Progressive have alienated the majority of students either not as extreme
in their views as the editors or not as interested in politics.
I do not think it is a good idea to ignore such students just because they have not been interested in politics in the past. After all,
both publications claim that they seek to inform, and if they operate
like exclusive, cult-like organizations only worthwhile to political
junkies, then they are not informing those who need informing
most. Both publications were founded with the express purpose of
letting student voices be heard and bringing what the editors see as
the truth to student inboxes. My chief worry is that many or even
most students may just be clicking
‘delete’ on these emails when there
truly is much to learn from them.
	Since I do not expect the Review
and the Progressive to merge anytime
soon, I will give the journals some
other ways to foster debate. The
Progressive should seek out opinions
in opposition to their editors’. They
should find a student who can speak
well for the other side and assign him
to a specific topic—preferably the same thing their other writers are
covering. Any newspaper or journal that cares about the balance
of its opinions publishes op-ed pieces regularly. The Progressive’s
editors will not stain own their incorruptible liberalism by publishing op-ed pieces; the whole point of an op-ed is so the readers can
have a reference point with which to judge editorial opinions.
	Similarly, the Review can follow through on its bipartisan
platform by actively seeking out liberal writers and creating an
environment in which liberal opinions are respected. Both journals
should do more than merely accepting other opinions. Both have
created an aura of exclusiveness they can break down by bringing
more students into their organizations.
If I were an editor of one of the journals, I would publish
counter-articles in response to articles I disagree with in the other
journal. Having talked to editors, I know that the Progressive thinks
accepting the other journal as valid would cheapen their image, and
the Review will only consider the liberal point of view if the liberals come to them first. However, analyzing specific articles from
the other journal would allow each journal to prove or disprove the
legitimacy of the other. To legitimize their own publication, editors
need to show they are at least considering the worth of their opponent.
I really do hope the editors of SLUH’s journals can realize
the importance of real debate and the futility of total partisanship.
Passionate opinions are not bad, they are necessary. But they can
only become intelligent opinions by listening to what others have
to say.

“I cannot accept this
situation, in which each
journal pretends the
other does not exist.”
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(from 1)
year’s schedule of freshman orientation and
class meeting days earlier in the first week of
school, followed by the first day of classes
on Thursday. Snow days are not factored into
the number of scheduled days of school.
While SLUH’s start date for next year is
about a week earlier than this school year’s,
it is more in line with other area schools’ start
dates.
“If you want to compare that with other
schools comparable to us, it’s one of the
latest opening dates” of St. Louis schools,
said Moran. For next school year, Vianney,
Chaminade, DeSmet, Notre Dame, and
Ursuline all start a day earlier than SLUH;
CBC, Nerinx Hall, and St. Joseph’s start
even earlier that week. Only a few schools,
including Barat and Incarnate Word, start
after SLUH.
	This alignment with other schools is no
coincidence: Moran regularly meets with
administrators from other area high schools

throughout the year to avoid scheduling
starting dates and breaks that do not roughly
coincide. “For families, that’s just not a good
scenario,” Moran said. Families who have
children attending different schools may want
to plan vacations that all their children can
go on without missing school.
	To decide on important SLUH dates,
Moran meets with the other SLUH administrators, academic department chairs, and
a calendar committee that meets regularly
throughout the year. The committee includes
the Student Council moderators and representatives from the advancement office, campus
ministry, the athletics department, fine arts
department, and counseling department.
Together, these groups decide on important
questions like how long Christmas break will
be—scheduled for two weeks next school
year, even though Christmas is on a Saturday
this year.
	The administration will publish next
school year’s important calendar dates when
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they send out first semester report cards, so
most in the SLUH community are still unaware of the earlier start date. Though most
students have not heard about the new start
date yet, those who have are mostly indifferent.
Freshman David Chisholm said that he
would prefer a longer summer break, but
concedes that two breaks in the spring is a
pretty good trade off.
“I’m okay with it,” said junior Kurt
Backer of the earlier start date. He echoed
Chisholm, saying that two separate breaks
in the spring is better than one week more of
August when summer activities have petered
out, and most other area schools will have
already gone back to school by that time.
	Sophomore Dan Jost said that he felt
like this year’s later start date was more
unusual than next year’s more normal end
to summer break. “It doesn’t really bother
me that much,” he said.

Jazz Diversity
Presentation
Schedule
Sophomores
Jan. 26
English teacher Frank Kovarik
“Jazz and Gender”
Juniors
Jan. 27
History teacher Anne Marie Lodholz
“Jazz and Civil Rights”
Seniors
Feb. 9
Assistant Principal for Mission
Jim Linhares
“Spirituality in Miles Davis and
Coltrane”
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Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
he St. Louis U. High wrestling team
competed in a tournament-heavy
schedule throughout the past two weeks,
taking third in the Vianney Tournament on
Saturday, Jan. 9 and eighth in the Rockwood Summit Tournament this past Saturday.
	A slew of medalists, led by senior captains Andrew Danter (140) and Peter Everson
(171) and junior Espen Conley (145), carried the UnleashTheKrakenbills in the two
tournaments.
	The team succeded despite missing two
key wrestlers, junior C.J. Swanger (130)
and sophomore Will Whitney (135), due to
injury.
	The Jr. Bills managed to advance several
wrestlers into championship and third-place

T

matches at the smaller Vianney tournament. eliminated him from the tournament.
Danter, Conley, and Everson cruised through 	SLUH’s finals did not begin well.
the quarterfinals and semifinals to reach the Sophomores Connor Edler (119) and Nick
championship in
Danter (125) gave
each of their brackup numerous takeets.
downs on leg shots
Byes carried
and snapdowns in
four of the seven
their third-place
SLUH wrestlers
matches to lose
who lost their first
10-5 and 8-2, rematch from first
spectively. Junior
wrestlebacks to secHans Brende (135)
ond wrestlebacks,
and his Parkway
and all four seSouth opponent
cured a place in the
struggled equally
Junior Espen Conley works towards his 18-2
third-place match
in the scoreless first
with victories in the sec- tech fall in yesterday’s win over Chaminade. two periods of his match,
ond wrestleback round. Junior Brian Gass but in the third, Brende gave up an escape
(215), suffering from a cold, lost a narrow and a takedown to his back and lost 6-1.
8-5 decision which, after his semifinal loss,
In the championship at 140, Andrew
photo by ted wight

Hockey wins 2 of 3, falls to DeSmet

Sam Bufe
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High hockey team has
won two of its three games, losing to
DeSmet and topping Oakville and Chaminade.
	SLUH’s 5-3 loss last Monday against
DeSmet disappointed the SLUH faithful. Junior netminder Justin Ragland, who stopped
just 13 of the 18 shots he faced, said that
“everyone had an off-game.”
Perhaps the only exception to that
statement was freshman, Chase Berger,
who scored two goals in the game. SLUH’s
other goal scorer was alternate captain junior
Jackson Hoffmann.
“DeSmet is a gritty team, and they took
it to us,” Berger said. “We weren’t happy
after that one, so I think we are really going
to come out hard as we prepare for the Jesuit
Cup.”

T

In SLUH’s next game, the U. High beat shutout of the season.
Oakville 4-0. Although the team won by a
Freshman Remy Hoffmann said after
commanding four
the game, “I thought
goals, it struggled
the team played
for the win nonethewell, even without
less.
a few of our key
	After a late goal
players.”
in the first period
In SLUH’s most
courtesy of junior
recent game, the Jr.
Ryan Reding, the
Bills beat ChamiJr. Bills did not get
nade 3-1.
a shot until 11 min	C h a m i n a d e
utes into the second
scored early in the
period.
first period, but
	Ending the dry
SLUH bounced
Brandon Eversgerd pushes past his CCP defender in
Monday’s 3-1 win.
spell, SLUH’s senior
back with a goal
Greg Place scored late in the period, giving from sophomore sensation Dan Warnecke.
SLUH a two-goal lead.
The U. High maintained the momentum from
	Third-period goals from sophomore the Warnecke goal, and Ragland stood tall in
Trent Lulow and another from Place settled goal as junior Matt Potter and Place scored
see GOLDEN SNITCH, 10
the final score. Ragland gained his third
photo courtesy of dr. rick kuebel

JV Sports Updates

JV Hockey
Record: 10-3
Last game: 2-1 loss vs. Kirkwood
Key player: Sophomore Nick Bruenig,
goalie
Next game: Chaminade 1/23

see JUDO, 10

B Basketball
Record: 14-1
Last game: 47-41 win vs. Ladue
Key player: Sophomore forward Jack
Kelly
Next game: at CBC 1/22

-Compiled by Tim Coleman, Nate Heagney
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Nate Heagney
Reporter
he SLUH basketball
team enjoyed a busy
two weeks where they lost
a heartbreaker to conference foe DeSmet, beat
Lafayette and Ladue by
handsome margins, lost to
a fierce Glenbrook North
(Ill.) squad and still found
the time to take on cancer
in the Coaches vs. Cancer
shootout held at the Chaifetz
Arena.
        Two weeks ago, the Jr.
Bills travelled to DeSmet Junior Mo Oginni dunks at Saturday’s
with a chance to bring home 63-49 loss versus Glenbrook North at
Chaifetz Arena.
their first MCC victory, but

they couldn’t quite get that
elusive win.
	After jumping out to a
quick lead, the Jr. Bills fell
victim to the Spartans’ hot
outside shooting and fell
behind 14-9 at the end of
the first quarter.
But in the second
quarter, SLUH used their
superior length to control
the boards and rack up a
large rebounding advantage, enabling them to take a
21-20 halftime advantage.
	DeSmet, and senior
guard Robby St. John in
particular, came out sizzling after halftime and the
Spartans quickly ran their

lead to double digits. SLUH appeared to be
down and out, but senior Tim Cooney had
several tough drives to the basket late in the
game to keep the Jr. Bills in it.
	Trailing by two with under a minute to
play, Cooney sliced to the basket and managed to make a difficult shot over several
DeSmet defenders, apparently tying the
game. However, the referee wiped out the
basket and called Cooney for a questionable
offensive foul, effectively ending SLUH’s
comeback hopes.
	Cooney led the Jr. Bills in scoring with
14 points.
	Next, SLUH returned to the friendly
confines of the Danis Field House, where
the defense shut down the opposing Lancers, holding them to single digits in all four
quarters. SLUH overcame a slow start to

nent Christian Powers in their last meeting in
league play, so the Jr. Bill No. 6 seed came
into the game with revenge on his mind.
The first game seemed to be a repeat of the
last, with Powers taking it 15-10, but Harris
stayed strong and took game two by the same
score. The tiebreaker tested both sides, but
in the end Harris pulled out the win, 11-8.
	No. 5 seed junior Joe Murray had also
lost to his DeSmet counterpart, Mike Hehner,
in their pervious season match early on in
the year. This time around he played his
foe far closer than before. Unfortunately,
he could not scratch out a win as Hehner
proved too much for him, taking the match
15-11, 15-13.
	Next up for the TieBreakersAreCool!bills
was senior No. 4 seed Joe Ebel. He blasted
through the gates, taking game one 15-8, but
then had the tables turned on him in game
two as he lost to DeSmet’s Chris Barrett 15-7.

He showed great resilience in the tiebreaker
though, and battled back to win 11-5.
	Senior No. 3 seed Matt Hencken took
on challenger Eddie Kadlec in what may
have been the closest match in league history. Hencken had game point for the longest
time, but much to the Jr. Bills’ dismay, the
lanky Kadlec fought back and won 15-14.
	The second game was equally close, only
this time in SLUH’s favor with Hencken winning narrowly, 15-14. In the tiebreaker both
players were very tense, with good reason
following the previous games, but in the end
Hecken climbed out on top, winning 11-9.
With a long match history against each
other, No.2 senior Brendan Giljum took the
court against Andrew Otto. Game one went
by fairly smoothly and saw the Jr. Bills win
15-10. Giljum started off game two in the
same fashion, taking an early 9-2 advan-

Next game: vs. Pattonville 1/24
C (Blue) Basketball
Record: 8-3
Last game: 42-32 win vs. Riverview Gardens
Key player: Thomas Graves
Next game: vs. CBC 1/22

C (White) Basketball
Record: 10-0
Last game: 49-31 win vs. Chaminade
Key player: Matt Clohisy, 12 pts
Next game: at St. Mary’s 1/23
-Compiled by Joe Walsh, Sam Morris, Jack
Walsh, Brendan Bement

photo by ted wight
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see HOOPS, 8

Racqbills beat DeSmet, tie Parkway West
Brendan Giljum
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High varsity racquetball team took on the DeSmet Spartans last Thursday for the second time this
year in the midst of a three-way tie for first
place with Parkway West and DeSmet.
The winner of this match would go into a
two-way tie with Parkway West with only
three matches left. SLUH pulled out the
victory 5-2.
	Opening up the day for the Splatbills
were junior Nick Schmidt and senior Michael
Meyer of the doubles team. Team Schmeyer
had all the chances in the world in their first
game against Michael Butler and Ryan Ernst
of DeSmet, but lost in heartbreak fashion,
15-14. Game two was a little more uneven
as the SLUH team fell 15-9.
	Senior Pete Harris had lost to his oppo-

T

B/C Sports Updates

C Wrestling
Last meet: Fox Tournament, 8th place
Key wrestler: Sam Wilhelm
Next meet: DeSmet 1/26
C Hockey
Record: 3-2-5
Last game: 2-1 win vs. St. Charles West
Key player: Cole Tarlas

see RACQUET, 12
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Geoffrey Seitz, ‘73, builds business 		
and lifestyle with violins
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Nick Fandos
requests.
Features Editor
“There’s two things: the labor part and the economic part,”
o walk through the heavy wood framed door and step into said Seitz, offering a breakdown of his business. “So the time you
the dark, wood-paneled showroom of Geoffrey Seitz’s, ’73, spend on stuff around the shop—the repairs—takes up the big
violin shop is to step into a different time—a time when artisans chunk of time because repair is very time-consuming. But in terms
created and sold products they made under one roof. Long braids of the economics, repair is really only 30 percent of the income.
of horse hair dangle from the back wall. Statuettes of animals The majority of income is selling instruments.”
playing bowed instruments line
In order to feed the supply of violins for sale that
cases cast aside into corners.
is necessary to make a profit, Seitz turns to a number
And everywhere there are vioof different sources. Large collections bought for
lins: hanging from the walls, in
restoration, individual instruments purchased for recases and on tables, scattered on
sale, or violins built from scratch are Seitz’s primary
benches, or resting on chairs.
means to fill his showroom. The latter of the three is
	Seitz sits behind a glass case
what makes Seitz so unique and one of only a couple
topped with a cash register and tray
of violin makers in the area.
of business cards. More violins
“There’s two ways that guys do it. Some guys
are laid out carefully under a sign
used a template that’s based on Stradivari, or you
informing customers that these are
make them yourself,” explained Seitz. “I drew out
“St. Louis Made Violins.” He is
my own shapes from scratch. I started from nothing
hunched over a violin, or at least
and drew out on my own.”
what is part of one. Amid stacks of
	The hand-drawn process has become rare because
discarded wood and mismatched Geoffrey Seitz works on a violin in his St. Louis shop.
violins made from templates are generally recognized
papers, he appears to be mending the
by customers as more familiar, leading to higher sales.
guts of the stringed instrument. I speak up, and without interrupt- Seitz prefers the more personal method, which today represents the
ing his work, Seitz begins to field my questions, answering first as work of only a very small percentage of violin makers, but at one
he finishes his glue and later as we move into an adjacent sitting time was the norm.
room.
“It’s more interesting,” said Seitz of the hand-drawn method. “It’s
	Seitz owns a successful violin shop in south St. Louis City that not like copying. It’s more creative. ... A lot of people don’t necessarily
shares his name. Along with two other violin makers who work like it because it’s not normal, but the people that know my art and
with him, Seitz buys, sells, fixes, and trades almost any bowed know my stuff and order an instrument from me, they ... always love
instrument and hand crafts violins of his own design. But
it. They would
the bustling storefront and adjacent workshop are a far
never give up
cry from Seitz’s beginnings as an apprentice in Spokane,
their violin.”
Wash. Violin making and collecting takes capital and skill,
	Seitz noted
things that Seitz has worked for the better part of 30 years
that SLUH guidto obtain.
ance counslor
“When I moved back to (St. Louis) ... I could pretty
Ken McKenna
much fit everything into a trailer that I owned. When I
is an owner of
started this business ... in ’87, I still basically only had
one of his handabout a trailer-load worth of stuff,” said Seitz. “I just kind
crafted violins.
of built it up ... invested back into the company and bought
But Seitz’s
more inventory.
method does not
“It takes a while to get it going if you don’t have a
make the already
lot of money,” he continued. “We started kind of on a
difficult and timeshoestring.”
intensive process
Geoffrey Seitz’s workshop where he restores, fixes, and builds
What started on a shoestring has blossomed into an
of violinmaking
hundreds of violins and other bowed instruments.
active business of trading, repairing, and making hundreds of violins, any easier. He generally opts out of using power tools and does most
as well as cellos and violas, over the course of a year. Coupled with of the work by hand. When the violin is finally completed, it will
an active storefront located literally in the workshop, Seitz explained have taken roughly 400 hours of work time and been transformed
that this constant movement makes for days that are simply unpre- by hand from a log into a fine instrument.
dictable. Shop work is a balance of mending, restoring, building,
Seitz did not arrive at such technical or financial success over
see SEITZ, 8
and dealing with customers and a steady stream of problems or

T

Photo Courtesy of Geoffry Seitz

Photo Courtesy of Geoffrey Seitz
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(from 7)
“Like let’s say you wanted to take violin lessons. In the old days
night. After graduating from St. Louis U. High in 1973, Seitz and you’d just come in, and you’d look at a couple violins, buy one,
a friend began to spend summers in between college on the road, and leave,” explained Seitz. “People don’t do that anymore. They
look, they shop around, and then they think about it, and maybe they
“busking” wherever they went.
come back. They really go through a lot of
“We’d just bum around the United
motions these days which is pretty weird.”
States and play music,” said Seitz.
	Despite the challenges of his changing
“We’d do some migrant farming, too,
business, Seitz remains in love with violins
just for fun.”
and music. Outside of the shop, Seitz particiIt was on one such trip that Seitz
pates in and has won many fiddle competimet Glenn T. Stockton. Stockton ran a
tions, has produced several CDs, and plays
violin shop in Spokane and agreed to
in numerous bands.
take Seitz on as an apprentice. To help
“There’s history to it, too,” said Seitz of
ease the burden on Stockton financially,
violins. “It’s weird, people that get hooked
Seitz applied for a grant from the Comon violin; it really gets you hooked deep.”
prehensive Employment and Training
While many shops across the country
Act (CETA) and received it.
have turned to rentals and cheap instruments
“In this business, the margins of
to boost profits, Seitz has chosen not to,
profit are so low that it’s hard to take
preserving a European legacy of shop life.
on an apprentice,” explained Seitz of
Violins for sale in Geoffrey Seitz’s showroom
“We don’t do it like that, we’re more just
violinmaking. “That CETA program
kind of into it. We’re just kind of violin nuts here, ... and it just so
... helped pay for part of my wage.”
	Seitz began to apprentice with Stockton in 1977 and eventu- happens that we make money doing it,” he said.
As we finish the interview and rise from dusty couches, Seitz
ally opened his own shop in Spokane. But within ten years, he had
packed up his belongings and returned to St. Louis. For some time offers a brief tour. Surrounded by priceless violins and unique pieces
he worked out of his house, eventually building enough capital to of art and music history, he seems perfectly at home.
“Every day is a little bit different. You meet a lot of interesting
purchase his current storefront on Loughborough.
	Although his process for making violins has not changed, the people. It’s a good way to live,” says Seitz.
“There’s a lot of ways to make money in this world, and this is
violin business has. The introduction of Chinese instruments into
the market, an increase in local shops, and a change in the customer a good way. This is a really cool, good way to do it, and it doesn’t
base has altered the way Seitz does business. Among the changes, hurt anybody.”
it is the customer base that has been altered the most.
Photo Courtesy of Geoffry Seitz

HOOPS

(from 6)
win, 46-29.
        The Jr. Billikens faced a more than
formidable opponent in Glenbrook North,
ranked as high as the No. 8 team in Chicago.
SLUH refused to back down early, but still
trailed by six after the first quarter.
	Then, led by Notre Dame signee Alex
Dragicievich, the Spartans from Chicago
began to pull away, draining numerous
outside shots. SLUH did not find the rims
at Chaifetz to be friendly, and they clanked
everything from layups to free throws, failing to take advantage of open shots. SLUH
trailed at halftime, 30-16.
        GBN continued to pour it on in the third
quarter and the Jr. Bills fell behind 43-20,
their largest defecit of the game. Again
refusing to give up, the Jr. Bills made one
final comeback, as junior Mo Oginni had
a thunderous dunk followed by a Cooney

layup that cut the Glenbrook North lead to
55-40. Then, senior Mike Mayberger hit back
to back threes, bringing the Jr. Bills within
nine, but that was as close as they got. The
final score was 63-49.
        “We played okay at times but we’re
just struggling scoring and that continued,”
said coach John Ross. “We definitely battled
with them, I don’t think we backed down,
but we just gave them too many looks at
the basket.”
        One bright spot for SLUH came when
senior Jay DiMaggio, inserted into the game
late, hit a three-pointer despite being closely
guarded. The small contingent of Jr. Billiken
fans and the players on the SLUH bench burst
into a standing ovation.
“Jay had been hitting like everything
in practice the week before, so we knew he
was going to shoot the three, and then when

he got the ball everyone was like, ‘Shoot it,
shoot it,’ so he did. It was cool to see Jay
hit a big shot in a cool game like that,” said
junior Tim McCoy.
        To finish out the week, SLUH used
aggressive defense to sprint past Ladue
56-39.
        The Jr. Bills pressed from the beginning
where they deflected passes that led to easy
shots on the offensive end. At one point in
the second quarter, Andrew Ostapowicz hit
three straight three-pointers to blow open an
early lead. SLUH never looked back and they
led by double digits the entire game.
        “I think our defense and overall strength
is what led us to a win,” said Ross.
        Next up for SLUH is a very hot CBC
squad. The game is tonight at 7:00 p.m. at
CBC.
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APP STORE
(from 2)
	See said that, as a one-semester course,
the class will not be able to pull off any huge,
incredible apps, but the work done could
serve as a foundation for students to develop
apps on their own. Students may want to
develop apps later on for their own devices or
they may want to post them to the App Store.
To post them on the App Store, the student
would have to register with Apple, which
costs $99 for a single developer license.
	See said, “In the future, it’s not farfetched to think that we might offer a general
handheld device programming class.”
“Computer Science is one of the places
where we’re never terrifically surprised that
the curriculum gets updated (more often),”
said Principal John Moran. “Computer Science, just in its nature in terms of the world
we’re in right now, has to rotate their courses,
not quite on an annual basis, but close to

it.”

“I’m as curious to see the fruits of the
class’s labor and to hear just what students
think of it,” said Moran.
	Sophomore R.J. Banks, who has taken
advanced computer classes at SLUH, said
that the class was “a cool idea” and “something that’s more hip.” He added that he liked
the tangibility of what he could possibly
create.
	All did not share his excitement and
were more reserved, such as Spanish teacher
Kevin Moore.
“I think that young people spend way
too much time looking at small screens,”
said Moore, who referenced an article in
The New York Times that related emergency
room admittances to people walking while
texting. He added that he does not believe
the school should be encouraging the use of
such devices.

	See conceived the idea after conversations with interested students and a friend
of his who is in charge of new product
development. See read books and studied
presentations available online. He noted
Stanford University’s free lectures were
particularly helpful.
“After going through this process, I
started to realize that this was a possibility,
and maybe I should look a little harder into
this,” said See. “We could make this happen.”
	See said that he talked to computer science department head Steve Nicollerat and
they agreed that it could work. Nicollerat
told See to “write up a proposal and we’ll
see how it goes.”
	After the proposal passed the Instructional Council, a group made up of administrators and department chairs, the class was
added to the course list.

Coaches vs. Cancer
(from 2)
support for an all boys school by wearing
all pink.”
	The Rossbills started the weekend on
Friday against Lafayette in the Paint It Pink
Game. The Treybills had a great defensive
game and they dominated the Lancers 46-29.
Tim Cooney led all scorers with 14.
	Cooney said that the game on Friday
was a good setup for the game on Saturday.
“Attendance was pretty good tonight, but you
hope to get people not only for the game, but
for the cause,” he said.

The games continued to benefit the same
cause in the Coaches vs. Cancer Shootout.
Teams in the shootout included some of the
best area teams and great teams from Illinois,
Tennessee, and Alabama, an improvement
from the three teams that took part last year.
The shootout included the No.1 team in St.
Louis, Webster Groves, and the No. 8 team
in the nation, Memphis Melrose.
	The Cooneybills took part of one of the
great games over the span of the Shootout.
After an average start and a poor second
quarter, the team started a comeback in the

third quarter, but fell short and lost to Glenbrook North, 63-49.
However, only about 50 students and 100
SLUH fans total made the trek to Chaifetz for
the contest. Junior John Milner thought that
with the amount of hype given throughout
the week, the game should have drawn a
larger crowd.
“The on-court action was basketball—I
mean, it didn’t change anything,” Milner said.
“But usually we have big crowds for stuff,
and it sounded like there were going to be
people there, but no one really went.”

match which could predict the rest of the
season.”
Harris (first board), senior Joe Ebel
(second board), and junior Kevin Buettner all
won their games. Sophomore Kyle Padberg
(third board) and junior Ralph Scozzafava
(fifth board) did not.
Beuttner’s game was even for most of
the match. He kept his opponent in check,
but pulled ahead when his opponent made
some poor moves. Beuttner took advantage
of the mistakes and pressured the king into
checkmate.

Padberg lost his knight early. Without
it he gave up position and lost control of the
middle of the board. His opponent gained
the upper hand, and Padberg could not recover.
“I feel that we are prepared enough for a
good season. We have a bunch of great guys
who are committed to the team, have a lot
of talent, and want to improve as well,” said
Harris. “We just need to keep doing what
we’re doing.”

kasparov
(from 2)

of time on his competition clock.
For the other matches, they were won
“pretty handily without too much trouble,”
said Kovarik.
	The Jr. Bills defeated Metro 20-10 a few
weeks earlier, on Jan. 6, to help jumpstart
the team’s undefeated season.
	After sweeping Affton 30-0, Harris was
uncertain how the team would perform in
their next match.
“I was a little worried before this match,”
said Harris. “It was kind of a make or break
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Danter faced CBC senior Matt Bernardini.
Danter frustrated Bernardini early in the
match, using his strength to tireBernardini
out, but Bernardini gained the lead with a
cradle. Though Danter hit takedowns efficiently to climb back to 11-9, he could not
score again and lost.
	At 145, Conley routed his Sikeston
opponent. After a snapdown, he locked up
a cradle and easily pinned his opponent in
1:08.
In the 171 final, Everson wrestled aggressively against his formerly state-ranked
opponent, Hazelwood East’s Eugene Dunbar,
but often could not quite finish early in the
match. He began taking down Dunbar, tiring
him quickly, and scored from a sprawl to go
up 9-8 and win.
	Senior Joel Geders (189) rounded out
SLUH’s tournament with a 6-5 win in the
third-place match, in which he hit a crotchlift to gain the lead.
	The Rockwood Summit Tournament
began with pool play. Each weight class
featured four pools of three wrestlers with the
top two wrestlers in each pool advancing to
the bracket. The Where’sHansbills qualified
seven of their ten wrestlers for the bracket
with Andrew Danter, Conley, Everson, and
Geders receiving No. 1 seeds.
	Those four wrestlers moved on from
the quarterfinals. However, Gass and seniors David Lopez (152) and Alex Myers
(285) dropped quarterfinal bouts and were
relegated to the consolation bracket. All of
them placed eighth with a loss in the seventhplace match.
	The Clementsbills worked hard for wins
in the semifinal round. Andrew Danter pulled
his Hillsboro opponent down in a snatchsingle at the edge of the mat to take a 6-2 lead.
However, he barely held onto both his top

position and his lead late in the third period
when his opponent tried a head-and-arm.
Though tired, Conley used his strength
and vast technical repertoire to outlast his
Cape Central opponent 10-6, forcing action
throughout the third period.
	Everson’s opponent controlled the match
in the first period, but Everson hit a secondperiod double to the back for his first score
and a pin.
Geders faced Pacific’s Larry Schimsa,
the seventh-ranked wrestler in Class 3, and
registered a few takedowns and reversals, but
Schimsa prevented him from ever gaining
too much momentum and won 16-9.
In the 140-pound championship against
Wes Crutcher, Andrew Danter became more
aggressive on offense and recorded three
takedowns for a 6-2 lead. But Crutcher
scored a takedown from a front headlock
and three nearfall points in the third to steal
the lead. Though Danter hit a standup for the
equalizing escape and shot a sweep almost
immediately, Crutcher sprawled and managed to circle for the go-ahead score and the
9-7 win.
“I guess I was tired and I couldn’t finish
it,” Danter said of his shot.
	Conley again implemented his earlier
strategy for surviving fatigue against Rolla
wrestler Joel Laney. He scored a series of
takedowns and outlasted Laney down the
stretch for a 9-5 decision and the championship.
	Conley said that pressing action enabled
him to maintain leads in the tournament.
“Even though you’re tired, you’ve got to
make sure you’re aggressive,” he said.
In a rematch of last year’s narrowly
decided final at 171, Everson faced Ben
Poeschl of Lee’s Summit West. Poeschl
hit several doubles, wore Everson out, and

GOLDEN SNITCH
(from 5)
third period goals to preserve the win for
SLUH.
	After the game Warnecke described the
effort as “a good team win. We needed to
win to keep hope alive and we did.”
	Ragland said that SLUH has “some big
games coming up. They are tough teams,
but games we should win to improve our

postseason position.”
	SLUH has three regular season games
remaining. Tonight is the battle of the Jesuits,
as SLUH takes on the Spartans of DeSmet at
Queeny Park at 9:30 p.m. On Tuesday, Jan. 26
at 7:00 p.m., SLUH takes on Webster Groves
at Webster Groves. Next Friday, the Jr. Bills
will face CBC at Affton at 8:00 p.m.
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built a massive lead en route to a 17-5 final.
Poeschl’s success was due in part to Everson’s illness, which had prevented him from
sleeping enough the night before.
“I don’t want to make excuses,” said
Everson, who also said that he felt good until
the final. “I don’t know if that (the illness) is
all. Maybe I just need to do more sprints.”
	Geders wrapped up the Two!bills’
tournament in the 189-pound third-place
match against Whitfield’s Wyatt Salsbury.
The match remained level for the first two
periods, but Salsbury doubled Geders for a
takedown and 6-4 lead in the third period.
Geders escaped but failed to tie the score
before time ran out, claiming fourth in the
6-5 loss.
	SLUH ended the tournament with a total
of 92 points. Rolla claimed the championship
with 222.5.
Head coach Jon Ott said that although
the team is enjoying some success, it could
also improve its mentality. “For some of
these guys, it seems like winning a match or
placing in a tournament or winning a tournament, they see it as a barrier,” he said.
With three weeks left before Districts,
mentality and a few technical issues should
assume greater importance.
	Andrew Danter said that the runner-up
finish at Summit marked a key step toward
a State run. “I opened up a lot, and I think it
showed in a lot of my matches,” he said.
	Conley cited a few parts of his repertoire
that could merit fine-tuning, including top
and conditioning. “It’s hard to wrestle a guy
that can wrestle you hard all six minutes,”
he said. “I want to be that guy.”
	Ott said, “The guys who we saw at the
beginning of the year as kind of frontrunners
are still in good position, and anything can
happen, too, with the other guys.”

Prep News Lexicon
perambulate
v. to saunter, promenade, amble,
mosey, meander, or ramble
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St. Patrick Center Haiti Relief Fund

The homeless living at St. Patrick Center in the city of St. Louis
are trying to raise $10,000 to buy medical supplies for Haitian
earthquake victims through donations and sales of cookies that
they baked. Jim Blase (father of sophomore Tom) is a member of
the Board at St. Patrick Center, an organization that benefits the
homeless in downtown St. Louis. To purchase cookies and thereby
donate to relief efforts for Haitian earthquake victims, please visit
www.stlhelpinghearts.org.

JazzUIT

(from 1)
would be playing jazz music, and Moran thought it was just an
overview, not a presentation in too much detail.
	Osburg’s presentation aimed to explain how the American
institution of jazz is now an international language, shared all over
the world.
“The idea is to give them a quick and pretty superficial notion
of the way jazz sounded when it started, the way jazz evolved, and
the way jazz sounds now,” Osburg said.
	Osburg began her presentation by giving a multiple slide background to jazz. She introduced its birth in New Orleans, mentioning
such figures as Miles Davis and Louis Armstrong who contributed to
the spread of jazz. Osburg then moved on to other parts of the globe,
noting how American musicians looked to other cultures for unique
additions to their music. In turn, other cultures all over the world
began their own versions of jazz. Osburg noted in her presentation
how jazz started in Europe, Africa, Central America, and Asia. She
included a number of sound clips, pictures, and maps, explaining
that because freshmen take Global History I, they can relate to the
countries that have jazz in the real world by viewing the maps.
	Osburg concluded that jazz is something that indigenous cultures,
countries, and continents all over the world share. According to
Osburg, despite the great amount of disparity seen between America
and other countries, all people share in this music and can relate to
each other through it.
“Studying something that involved people from all over the
world would suggest that people all around the world are the same;
that they have much more in common than they have in difference,”
Osburg said.
Freshmen had mixed reactions to Osburg’s presentation. Freshman Paul Heuther expected that there would be a guest speaker, but
said that the presentation was better than he thought it was going to
be.
Freshman Sam Morris expressed the same sort of reaction,
explaining, “I thought it was going to be boring, but it was more
interesting than I thought it was going to be, but it wasn’t the greatest thing.”
	Moody was overwhelmed by the many details of songs and
musicians, which he said would be hard to remember.
	Most freshmen seemed to at least grasp the point of the presentation: that jazz is all over the world.
“I enjoyed it. There are places that have jazz that I didn’t know
have jazz,” Evans said. “I think it accomplished one of the missions,
to make sure the students recognize we live in a multi-cultural world,
that jazz is now a global language.”

Haiti
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this afternoon whether to extend it into next week.
Junior Aaron Heisohn and Junior Class Pastoral Officer Phil
Nahlik organized the prayer service, held Wednesday in the chapel
during activity period. It began with a Hail Mary to Our Lady of
Perpetual Help, patron of Haiti, followed by an excerpt from Psalm
46, a quote from Pope Benedict, and a description of JRS. The group
concluded with intercessions for the Haitian people and a closing
prayer. Approximately ten people attended.
Heisohn, though happy with the service itself, wished that more
SLUH students had attended.
“I was disappointed, not that more people equals better prayers,
but I think that more people would show that more people at SLUH
cared about what was going on,” he said.
	The JRS accepts donations for the Haiti Earthquake Relief
through their website, http://www.jrsusa.org/support_donate.php.

Forecast printed with permission of the
National Weather Service.
St. Louis, MO Weather Service Office
Phone: 636-441-8467
Compiled by Nick Fandos and Conor
Gearin
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Necronomicon

by Patrick O’Leary

Friday, January 22
Schedule R
BBALL @ CBC 7pm
HOC @ DeSmet 9:30pm
WRES @ MICDS Tourney
B BBALL @ CBC 5:30pm
C-B BBALL @ CBC 4pm
AP Snack—Mozzarella Sticks
Lunch: Special—Chicken Bites
Healthy—Roasted Turkey
Saturday, January 23
Mission: Mexico Dance
BBALL @ St. Mary’s 1:30pm
B BBALL @ St. Mary’s 12pm
WRES @ MICDS Tourney
C-B BBALL @ Oakville Tourney
C-W BBALL @ St. Mary’s 10:30am
Sunday, January 24
Speech Team @ St. Dominic
FAFSA Workshop for Sr. Parents 2pm
Monday, January 25
Schedule R
Fr. STUCO Elections
C-B BBALL vs. Chaminade 5:30pm

RACQUET

(from 6)
But he only scored one more point all game
as Otto got hot and took it 15-10.
Like most of the SLUH tiebreakers on
the day, Giljum was able to win, taking the
match 11-7.
Last up for the BrownieBatterSnackPackbills was No. 1 senior Mark Kissel, who
had to face a very tough Ryan Gleason of
DeSmet. But like most of Kissel’s matches,
he was able to put Gleason down rather easily, as he won 15-11, 15-10.
	The racquetball team plays next Thursday against Parkway West, who SLUH is
tied with for first place.

Calendar

C-W BBALL vs. Fox 4pm
AP Snack—Mini Corn Dogs
Lunch: Special—Toasted Ravioli
Healthy—Sweet & Sour Chicken
Tuesday, January 26
Schedule R
So. Jazz Diversity Presentation
Fr. STUCO Elections
HOC @ Webster Groves 7pm
BBALL vs. Ladue 6pm
WRES @ DeSmet 6pm
B BBALL vs. Ladue 4:30pm
C-B BBALL @ Lafayette 4:15pm
C-W BBALL @ Lafayette 5:30pm
College Planning Meeting for Parents 7pm
AP Snack—Mini Tacos
Lunch: Special—Chicken Bites
Healthy—Enchilada
Wednesday, January 27
Schedule R
Jr. Jazz Diversity Presentation
Fr. STUCO Elections
C-B BBALL @ Oakville Tourney
AP Snack—Funnel Cakes
Lunch: Special—Pizza

SLUH Hockey
Cheerleading
The Mid-States Hockey Cheerleading Competition took place at St. Charles High school
on Sunday. St. Louis U. High’s Hockey
Cheerleaders from Nerinx Hall took first in
both competitions, cheer and chant. They
were also awarded the coveted Blue Angel
Award for their overall best score (414 out
of 480 possible points). The SLUH JV squad
similarly swept both of their competitions,
competing in a lower varsity division.
-Marisa Gearin of Nerinx Hall contributed
reporting.
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Jan. 22 - Jan. 29

Healthy—Boat Load

Thursday, January 28
Schedule R
Seniors Return
Fr. STUCO Speeches AP
RACQ vs. Parkway West 3:30pm (Concord)
JV1 RACQ vs. Parkway West 3:30pm
(Concord)
Ignatian Mix-It-Up Lunch 11am
AP Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch: Special—Chicken Wraps
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli
Friday, January 29
Schedule M
Sr. Project Ceremony
Fr. STUCO Elections
BBALL @ Jefferson City 7pm
HOC @ CBC 9:30pm (Affton)
B BBALL @ Jefferson City 5:30pm
AP Snack—Waffle Fries
Lunch: Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Roast Beef

Father and Son Events

Father/Son Banquet – Sunday, Jan. 31
Attire: Coat/Tie
6:00 p.m. in the SLUH Commons
Guest Speaker: Gary Pinkel, head football
coach of the Mizzou Tigers
Please make your reservations by Monday,
Jan. 25.
Visit the SLUH website for registration
information.
Father/Son Rec Night – Monday, Feb. 15
6:30-9:30 p.m. – Meet in the Danis Field
House
Enjoy an evening of friendly competition
with your son!
No RSVP necessary!

Mike Shannonism of the week
“Back in the day when I played, a pitcher had three pitches: a fastball,
a curveball, a slider, a change-up, and a good sinker pitch.”

